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The recent ProPublica exposé about billionaires almost-nonexistent tax bill was just the latest to reveal how little the ultrarich pay in taxes. We need to attack the wealth and power of the rich ̶ ...
The US Tax Code Should Not Allow Billionaires to Exist
While the Republican base may be fed a steady diet of fake culture-war controversies, the one policy impulse that drives the GOP

s elected representatives more than any other is the ...

The campaign for real tax reform should start now
(Bloomberg) -- Sign up for the New Economy Daily newsletter, follow us @economics and subscribe to our podcast. Load Error A long-awaited proposal to overhaul Brazil ...
Bolsonaro Trims Down Long-Awaited Income Tax Reform Proposal
Colombia's government on Tuesday formally presented a US$3.95 billion tax reform bill to congress, even as unions and student groups seek to ...
Colombia government sends US$3.9 billion tax reform to congress amid renewed protests
All the mom-and-pop businesses in the United States don't have the wherewithal to create foreign ... Payne: President Biden has put a very strong corporate tax reform proposal on the table. He has ...
How complex laws like the Trump tax "reform" of 2017 perpetuate the wealth gap
INHERITANCE TAX could be used by Chancellor Rishi Sunak to raise funds for the UK's economic recovery as Government insiders warned "we've got to start paying the bill for the pandemic".
Inheritance tax warning as Rishi Sunak eager to enforce hike: 'Need to pay Covid bill'
G20 finance ministers meeting in Venice on Friday and Saturday could rally the world's top economies behind a global plan to tax multinationals more fairly that has already been hashed out among 131 ...
Global Tax Reform Plan Goes To The G20
Boris Johnson has delayed social care reforms until the autumn after Covid scuppered the final stages of talks to sign off the plans. A one percent rise in national insurance to raise £10billion a ...
Boris Johnson delays social care reform until autumn
The finance ministry says the bill will not affect most taxpayers, after a proposed increase in April drew protests.
Colombia presents new tax reform to Congress amid more protests
Biden still needs Ireland. For years, the country has successfully attracted hordes of global businesses with a corporate tax rate of just 12.5%, compared to 21% in the United States and 19% in the ...
Joe Biden wants to overhaul global tax rules. Ireland stands in the way
A new draft for Brazil s tax overhaul offered a bolder cut in corporate income taxes while also addressing some of the market

s main concerns about the original text.

Brazil s Revamped Reform Proposal Deepens Corporate Tax Cuts
Finance ministers and central bankers from the group of 20 rich countries will meet face to face on Friday for the first time since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic at a gathering in Venice where ...
Tax reform tops agenda as G20 finance chiefs meet in Venice
Broadly, the proposals are aimed at ... the two pillar approach to international tax reform. Among those to agree were the United Kingdom, the United States, the Cayman Islands, Jersey and Guernsey.
130 Countries Join The OECD s Framework for International Tax Reform
MILAN, ItalyG20 finance ministers meeting in Venice on Friday and Saturday could rally the worlds top economies behind a global plan to tax multinationals more fairly, already hashed out among 130 ...
G20 ministers sets meeting to strike political deal on global tax reform plan
The government sent the first phase of its long-awaited tax reform proposals to Congress almost a year ago. That dealt with the PIS and Cofins social contribution levies and value-added tax (VAT).
Brazil tax reform bill proposes tax cuts for individuals, companies
Colombia's government on Tuesday formally presented a $3.95 billion tax reform bill to congress, even as unions and student groups sought to revive the street protests that helped scupper the reform's ...
Colombia government sends $3.9 billion tax reform to congress amid renewed protests
The minimum rate is one of two pillars of global tax reform. The other ... sees it as discriminating against US technology giants. It has warned the European proposal could "completely derail ...
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